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30 October 2009

DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

FROM:poems

Joe Intelligence Agency

SUBJECT: (U) Review of Advanced Aerospace Contract Deliverables

(U) This info memo responds to your request fo the[FFEUET

[BIGETOUST
328_Jto review the quality and value of the first-year technical reports delivered
under the Advanced Aerospace Weapon System Applications contract with
BigelowAerospace Advanced Space Studies (BAAS), LLC. As a reminder, you
[BAC Jade thisrequesttof— personnel during a 15 May 2009 meeting with you
‘after your meeting with Senator Harry Reid. The goal of the contract is to identify
key technologies and physics concepts that would support revolutionary acrospace
vehicle research and development. Contracted studies were designed to provide a
prioritized list of technologies/concepts that then would drive detailed, focused
searches into foreign aerospace research and development. Each research report
(in the areasof if, propulsion, control, power generation, spatial/temporal
translation, materials, structural configuration, signature reduction, human
interface, human effects, and armament) was written by world-class technical
experts in industry and/or academia.
(U) The table in Enclosure 1 lists the 26 extensive technical reports delivered to
DIA in FY 2009. The report titles highlighted in red and green are the ones that
were reviewed. Eight reviews were performed by other authors listed in the table; (ey) 1a usc 42a
five were performed by outside reve
luding three research staff members
at Sandia National Laboratories. Ee

has reviewed all of the papers and concurs with the reviews. AST]

xcerpts indicate, all of the reviews were positive, some exceptionally so. Even
within the limitation of being able to conduct only unclassified research in the first
contract year, the quality hoped for in the reports was achieved. [_—Jintends
to.
publish them in coming weeks as Defense Intelligence Studies. Some or all of
these studies may be ofinterest to Defense Department agencies, national
laboratories, and/or defense industries focused on blue-force capability
development, Hh
they receive copies.
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(U) Based on draft budget guidance, Congress apparently will fund the contract's
Exarose
option year one at $12 million. In FY 2000] AEEZSFY2009
technical reports in having BAASS evaluate potential adversary exploitation
worldwide, select studies amenable to classified experimental verification by
BAASS, and have BAASS conduct new classified and unclassified studies with
select academic and industry partners. Deliverables are expected in late summer
2010.
2 enclosures as stated
(U) Prepared by: [PROTO USC SZ5EET
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(U) FY 2009 Technical Reports
UNCLASSIFIED
[Te
|Author| Affiliation |
[EE
[Space-TimeModificationsforSpaceflightApplications |
[NovelMEMS-Based Biosensors
|
[TheoryandExperimentsofInvisibilityCloaking
|
[WormholesinSpaceTime
|
[GravityWave
Communication
|
[Superconductors
inGravityResearch
|
[AntigravityforAcrospaceApplications
[FieldEffectsonBiologicalTissues
|
[PositronAerospace Propulsion
|
[VacuumEnergyApplications
|
[ImprovedStatisticalApproachtoDrakeEquation
|
[Maverickvs.CorporateResearchCultures
|
[BiosensorsandBioMEMS
|
[Metamaterials
forAerospace Applications
|
RZ
[Controlling DevicesWithoutLimb-Operated
Interfaces|
[Materialsfor AdvancedAcrospacePlatforms
|
[MetallicGlasses
[Programmable
Maer
|
[MetallicSpinteonies
|
[High-nergyLuwser
Weapons]
[QuantumEntanglementCommunications
|
[SpaceAccess:WhereBeen,WhereGo
|
[AdvancedNuclearPropulsionforDeepSpace
||
Red — Independent review.
Green - Sandia National Laboratories review.
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(U) Excerpts From Reviews
(U) All of the following review information and comments are UNCLASSIFIED.
psfor

ace 51ications in 2050

as provided an excellent overview ofconventional approaches to
gravity manipulation within the confinesofNewtonian, relativistic and quantum
Physics. With his typical lucid style, he takes the time to add useful explanatory
notes which are especially enlighteningfor thosefor whom Relativity is not their
first language. In addition, his extensive technical appendix concerning such
‘exotica as squeezed vacuum states, zero-pointfluctuations and negative energy is
of great benefit.
[eT
‘Technological Approaches to Controlling External Devices in the Absence of
Limb Operated Interfaces
©X6)
The paper

oreo looks at the present andfuture prospectsfor the

human thoughT control of 7obaiics and machines by wayof high technology neural
interfaces. The ultimate aimof such research is to allow an individual to conirol
thefunction ofa prosthetic or robot as an extension of his own body and mind or
10 exercise thought-based control over a mechanized environment. Wefindfrom
om
review that the sateof the art is still quitefar awafrom
‘achieving such control but strong efforts are being made on a number of
approaches.
©
On The Role

reonductors in Gravity Research

Becauseof the authors involvement and activity in the field, it seems natural that
he chose 10 write on this subject, and he is able to demonsirate not only a solid
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understandingof the research area, but is also able 10 provide his personal
accountsofmeetings with the prominent researchers. In addition, he describes his
own experimental results, or lack thereof. Becauseof his own personal attachment
to the field. I found the report to be somewhat captivating, as Ifelt a strong sense
ofbeing close to the research and hearingfrom the ‘horse's mouth,” so to speak.
Despite his involvement, Hathaway's point ofview seems to be that of an impartial

observer and he does not appear 10 take sides, or seem 10 be irving fo promote or
“sell” the research field. He does an excellentjobofrelaying a candid and
informative surveyofwhat, 10 me, seems 10 be a tantalizing yet controversialfield

fray

Metallic Glasses: Status and Prospects for Aerospace Applications

This is an excellent and highly readable Survey report that defines Metallic

glasses, the advantages and disadvantages to other composite materials, and how

their mechanical properties are both alike and different from thoseof pure metals.
These properties include strength, stiffness, and toughness. The author makes a
case that the processing capability meets and sometimes exceeds those of
thermoplastic polymers, and traditional metals. Glass hybrid composites are found
10 excel in almost all cases to current materials in widespread use.

‘Theory and Experiments of Invisibility Cloaking
The report by. Tn the background and recent advances in the
fieldof invisibiy

ctoarimg. Thisfield recently emerged as oneof the most

‘exciting applications ofmetamaterials artificially structured media possessing

usted refractive properties,EE]is a pioneer in thisfield, having

published oneofthe first theoretical papers describing the possibiltyofcloaking.
This topic still evokes misunderstandings and confusion. That is not surprising,
the conceptof invisibility (although not its technical implementation) has been

reaccupying peoplefo connie fnot millennia. BHD
eport docs an
excellentjobof clearing some of this confusion and providing clear definitions of

what constitutes true cloaking/invisibility. It also honestly discusses technological

challenges to making a practical invisibility cloak.
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Positron Aerospace Propulsion
This status paper is very exciting andprovides new important information about
the present status andprospectsforpositron energy production and storage,
especiallyfor space applications. I is recommended readingfor both researchers
in the area and aerospace scientists. In addition, others interested in national
policyfor bothfuture energy andfuture space exploration should consider this
Status paper to gainfurther insight into positron energy andpropulsion.
Metamaterials for Aerospace Applications: Energy Harvesting, SubWavelength Imaging, Optical-Device Miniaturization, and Non-Reciprocal
Optical Devices
Metamaterials are “materials beyond materials” with unusual electromagnetic or

opticalproperties, The report CL —

several possibilities

how such materials can be usedfor advanced aerospace applications. As
examples, he often uses his own experiments. [BX8)
Nis one ofthe research
leaders in thefieldofmetamaterials and has built up a highly credible reputation
in this area. Although the research area ofmetamaterials is sill rather new and
mostly confined to proof-of principle academic research at present, it will
undoubedly revolutionize photonics and lead 10 commercial applications that are
interestingfor the aerospace industry.

Biosensors and BioMEMS: A Survey of the Present Field
This paper reaches toward and achieves a laudable goal: making BioMEMS
understandable and relevant. The author's contribution is important, because the
numberofcurrent programs andprojects in the US Government that are cither
touting the importance of, or making responses 10 research requests in 2009
6
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numbers in the thousands. As many recent US Academy ofSciences and other
scholarly studies have shown, few persons in the decision-making areasof the
‘government have sufficient background in BioMEMSfrom which to make
intelligent decisions. As key customers ofthis study, the sponsors are well-served
with[©X8)| survey. Throughout the Survey, the author often introduces
ancillary technologies that will enablefurther BioMEMS development, solve
problems, or lead 10 alternative technologies. The survey is made more useful 10
the reader and the sponsor because of his.

Metallic Spintronics
[RNC is concerned with an emerging technology known as

SpTFGRIES Tspin-based electronics”). In this technology information is carried
by moving or altering the spinofelectrons, rather than by moving the charged
particles themselves.
has af least a dozen publications in thefield of study in top-tier
[®X8
Journals, and Tas won NSF granis to pursue the topic. As a result one must regard
him as an expert in the subject and 1ake his opinions seriously. In addition, the
paper cites 97 references, which is quite a lo!for a 10,000 wordpaper. Clearly,
Tsoi is giving an overviewof the entirefield rather than just supplying an
incremental addition 10 it.
Materials for Advanced Aerospace Platforms
The position
takes at thefirst instant is thatprevious design
‘methodologies have largelyfailed, because ofa lackof appreciationof material
property life cycles, which are clearly now known 10 be very different.Ifone is io
examine, for example, in an attempt 10 reverse engineer materials and components
possiblyofinterest, one might want to approach the “reverse” paradigmfromfirst
principles ofmaterials in contextsofobservedperformance. Br the
beginningof the study subtly suggests that observed performance.
or even
claimed performance...may be a better starting point.
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The author elegantly describes how this “commonly encountered inconsistency
between technical innovation and commercialprogress” has become [in the West]
a current deterrent to the development and the deployment (adoption) of “literally
all classes..of polymers, metals, and ceramics.”

Metallic Glasses: Status and Prospects for Aerospace Applications
1found it 0 be a clear and even-handed evaluationof the pros and consof bulk
metallic glasses (BMG) and composites employing them. The author clearly points
out possible advantages in processing while he equally clearly points out the
difficulties associated with inherent unstable shearbandformation and
consequent lackof general ductility.
Ea]
‘Theory and Experiments of Invisibility Cloaking
Overall, this is a nice qualitative description ofthe rapidly movingfield of
invisibility and cloaking and can serve as a good starting pointfor someone
interested in diving into the detailsof this new technology.

State-of-the-Art & Evolution of High Energy Laser Weapons
The technical discussions and history review are generally correct io the extent
they address the topics and this paper is a good general introductionfor those
unfamiliar with high energy lasers.
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